Polish Financial Supervision Authority
Current report no. 87/2016

Prepared on: 8 November 2016

Subject:
Registration of R1 series bonds with the Central Securities Depository of Poland (KDPW)

Legal basis:
Article 56 (1) (2) of the Act on Public Offering — Current and Interim Information.

Report contents:
The Management Board of BEST S.A. with its registered office in Gdynia reports that on 8 November 2016 the Management Board of the National Depository for Securities adopted Resolution No. 736/2016 on registration as of 10 November 2016 of 500,000 series R1 bonds (Bonds) with a nominal value of PLN 100 each. The Bonds shall be registered under the reference: ISIN PLBEST000242.

The Bonds were issued as part of a basic issue prospectus approved by the Polish Financial Supervision Authority on 3 October 2016 and based on the final terms and conditions of the Bonds’ issue published on 6 October 2016.
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